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Educated in Leeds, Amanda Taylor did some magazine work and won a National Poetry Prize. Despite living
in the middle of a grouse moor, about as far away as you can get from the sea, Amanda completed a
successful relay swim of the English Channel and maintains that working out her plots helps the tedium of all
those training miles.
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Mortimer Blakely is Missing It is 1899. The Reverend George Hobb has been attacked by a gang and is now
recovering, bloodied and bruised, in a dark prison cell.
Mortimer Blakely Is Missing | Amanda Taylor
The authorities are determined to make an example of Hobb - but why? Can Cairn prove his innocence?
After receiving a blackmail threat, Cairn hires Mortimer Blakely, a private investigator. When Blakely
mysteriously goes missing, Cairn realises that his own life is in danger.
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Blakely Is Missing (Cairn Mystery Trilogy #2)L'Affaire Francis Blake (Blake et Mortimer, #13)Recovery
RoadParadise Lost (The 100 Greatest Books Ever Written) - Old Harry's Game, Series 7 - My Alphabet
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Mortimer Blakely Is Missing Written by Amanda Taylor Review by This is the second in Taylorâ€™s series
about James Cairn, a barrister in York, England, at the turn of the last century.
Mortimer Blakely Is Missing - Historical Novel Society
Mortimer Blakely is missing. Taylor, Amanda, author. It is 1899. The Reverend George Hobb has been
attacked by a gang and is now recovering, bloodied and bruised, in a dark prison cell. A York-based barrister,
James Cairn, is called to defend Hobb in what appears to be an open-and-shut case, except for one thing:
the Reverend has swapped his ...
Mortimer Blakely is missing by Taylor, Amanda, author
Mortimer Blakely is Missing by Amanda Taylor, 9781906600938, available at Book Depository with free
delivery worldwide.
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